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Ultra Black Hair Growth II is a step-by-step manual to greatly help
Black women look after their locks appropriately. The techniques defined
in the book encourage growth through appropriate maintenance.
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Save your money, browse the website Therefore, see my review in ultra
black hair regrowth 2000.TAKE A LOOK!AFTER READING THIS, IT IS POSSIBLE
TO POINT OUT JUST OF WRONG ADVICE STYLISTS GIVE YOU. I am disappointed
this reserve is so vague and it price $43 just to possess the same info
as the other 2000 version. Also, this reserve is ideal for black people
who have NATURAL hair (I use an afro) calm, or a person with hair that
is kinky, firmly curled, or nappy(my choice of words). The first book
that address real black hair issues I have already been using Cathy's
plan since June of 2003. My hair was just at my ear when I started, it
is right now November and my locks is normally touching my shoulders and
is the healthest my hair offers ever been.! Out of frustration I wore
braids for over a year.THIS BOOK ISN'T OUT-DATED. My hair was natural
when I got the braids right down to my horror I had not been protecting
my hair I had damage it beyond belif,(I had synthetic hair not really
natural and it dried out my hair completly) the texture of my hair was
that of matted dolls hair, and that's an insult to the dolls locks.!
Still my shoulder lenth hair had to be slice to just at my ear. However,
you must follow her instructions, which are so easy to do.IT'S WORTH IT.
My story is similar to most sisters my hair would break off before it
could get to the lenth that I'd like, or it could thin, and who wants
long look out of hair? only natural locks shedding. I am no longer
afraid of relaxers I did so not exspect to enjoy the procedure of
growing my hair out, as much as the outcome.. Well it's their loss I
hope any who is looking at this review will consider the time to believe
for themselves and actually appear at what these people are griping
about...nothing. Also one reviewer who critizes Cathy for promoting her
hair conditioner, I wonder did it ever dawn on her behalf that there
really isn't another conditioner available that originated for the
benifit and needs of BLACK Locks as describe in the publication. Or give
credit to someone who did not take a seat on the sidelines an whine but
did something about it. I have already been truly amazed at the results
that I have seen since I started using her products.) I decided to look
online for a few hair care suggestions and found Cathy Howse's site for
dark hair care. The get rid of should come from you. I was mortified!
GREAT INFORMATION GUYS...after having my WAIST- LENGHTH (at onetime)
hair massacred by stylists once i was about 16. It is much more
healthier and offers halted sheding..I knew We was going to need help
with developing my hair back out because for a while it would grow
recent my collar bone but it would start to break as it got longer. I
find it amusing that people believe I wear a weave! Because you earn
more income treating the problem instead of curing it. IT WAS GREAT!
They consult, "What in the world are you performing to make your hair
appear and feel so great?! HER PUBLICATION IS GREAT!! Brenda Spann It's
me again...but DON'T BELIEVE WHEN PEOPLE Mention SHE'S NO PROOF.. The
girl provides one goal, and that's to help BLACK Visitors to learn about
the care and attention of their hair.SHE DOES. I'd be more than pleased



to tell them my experiences.EVERY State SHE MAKES IS SUPPORTED BY
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.!.IT'S EVEN CITED IN HER PUBLICATION... I thought
this was the original publication that contained the author's homemade
recipe for conditioner as mentioned by another reviewer. Her no nonsense
approach is usually refreshing and she doesn't make BOGUS promises.
Well, it's not in this reserve...YOU WILL BENEFIT BECAUSE CATHY HOWSE
STRESSES THAT YOU NEED TO KNOW "YOUR" HAIR. Sure...she says you need to
use her products...but they are GREAT products *I have been using her
system for 1 full year and the email address details are really quite
fine. And I could truly say that I've learned a great deal more a about
locks care.. I hardly understand why a few of the reviewers have such a
poor mindset upon this book, it really appears like their nitpicking at
every minute insignificant straw they can grasp at. IT WILL NEVER RESULT
IN A DUSTY CORNER OF YOUR HOUSE!!.and she promotes this.. The proof can
be in the pudding!and her items and advice make it very easy to have
clean and go hair. But I wanted to wear my own hair, when I found the
program and thought I'd give it a go...!just wash and move. GIVE IT A
CHANCE.. I am still in the process of reading it.! Shed in translation!
The old area of the hair would not take the relaxer, my hair had to
apply it 3 times to get any change in consistency, the whole while I'm
praying that my locks would not melt away.IT REALLY IS TIMELESS BECAUSE
IT IS DEPENDANT ON SCIENTIFIC HAIR FACTS.! I have to say that We am
enjoying this reserve.. This book has a plenty of good points and
suggestions. However, there are so many typos that it is getting quite
of a barrier to complete the true indicating of what the publication is
trying to tell me.Things like "do we actually need crease" and "dark
hair ought to be moisturized every clay". And the list continues on its
very quite distracting. I am sorry but whoever her editor is normally
needs to be fired. Ultra Black Hair 2000 I truly LOVE this book! It's
not time consuming if you don't straighten your hair at all times. I
started using this publication (and also the products) in June 2002.
There are some typos. Just helping you discover since the time I started
making use of your product(3 weeks hence) my hair consistency improved
tremendously.. Thank God! Even the ladies here at work has noticed a
switch.!" I told them all about your book and products. If you should
get some good strange emails it'll be from their website.! I distributed
to them of our grewing up collectively in the same neighborhood and
attending the same school and etc. So, I understand you well plus they
can trust that is real. Right now they are viewing how real it really
is. I would like to challenge anyone to just ask me any queries about
the Ultra Black Hair book and products.. 6 inches in a year An excellent
publication! It enlightened me on the myths that we have blindly
believed for years that have caused us to reduce our hair. I lend my
copy out very grudgingly. If You Are SERIOUSLY INTERESTED IN Growing
Your Hair UNDERSTAND THIS Book! STRATEGY TO USE, Cathy! Sometime ago, I
calm and dyed my hair a strawberry blond and allowed it to be cut into a



boyish design. It had been nice at 1st, but then my locks started
falling out like brittle straw (from double processing--a major no-no if
you are interested in maintaining your hair). After you have the
knowlege no one can ever take it away. I just happened to stumble upon
this book and now my hair is below my shoulders; I halted going to the
salon and went back to letting my mom relax my hair (she does much
better than stylists!. I do appreciate her no-nonsense good sense
approach to the problem of black hair treatment.. I'm sorry to say but
if she put as much effort directly into producing sure that her book was
published correctly and she does in looking after her hair after that
this would've been an all-around excellent examine. The routine is not
hard to check out, the book is quite EASY to comprehend, and for the
grammatical mistakes, SO WHAT?!. I would suggest this book to ANY black
one who wants longer stronger hair. Read the authors site, save your
money. Test it out for, you'll be glad you do! I shared my book with
several them plus they also found it to be extremely informative. This
book may be the best kept secret around and will probably be worth it's
weight in gold!?. I believe that Cathy has done a fantastic job with
this reserve. In case you are seeking true hair care information,
something that will work, you will definitely find it in her
publication. Fortanatly I had Cathy's reserve and I followed her advice
to the letter, incredibly with 3 application of relaxer at 1 sitting NO
BREAKAGE! I did so take the time to search the marketplace myself and if
you would like the garbage the companies are promoting to take our cash
because THEY KNOW we want long hair however they don't want to do
anything about it, Why? This book and her items have already been a
blessing to me. Thank you so much Cathy.
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